Thanks to Rob Osborn, Director of Building Care, for submitting this photo along with the following caption: “Our annual spring Adopt-a-highway clean-up was completed on May 20 for the three-mile stretch of Rte. 79 highway, east of Slaterville Springs. We had 21 Building Care custodial volunteers who removed debris from the grassy shoulders adjacent to the highway. We also policed the rest park at the west end, and the pull-off area at the far eastern boundary of the stretch. Once everyone was in place, the effort took only 35 minutes. We have designed the operation so that everyone walks only about .4 miles (.375 miles to be exact). Four of us shuttled folks to their starting locations, and then picked them up at their finish points. Paula Senno and Diane Miller coordinated the event for us, and needless to say, did a super job!”